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Abstract

This article is based on a research project called “Math Fair carried
out in a high school. The project tries to answer a part of a complex
problem of education that is reported at a local, national and global
level; this research project is located at a local level and responds par-
ticularly to the problem of a high school that shows low levels of moti-
vation, difficulties in mathematics, low performance in communicative
processes (reading and writing) and traditional mathematics curriculum
and 21st century students interests disarticulation. From this problem
scenario, this project proposes some changes that allow the inclusion of
all students that permit them to be agents of their own learning pro-
cess and that will guide them in the development of creative thinking
with which they can interact with peers to assume challenges to solve a
problem that has sense for them, that amuses them, and that generates
learning in mathematics.
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1 Introduction

The first part of the research is based on the first two chapters of the study
made by the International Commission on Mathematics Instruction, ICMI -
a permanent commission of the International Mathematical Union and one
of world leading institutions in education and research on mathematics. The
study is called Challenging Mathematics in and beyond the classroom: The
16th ICMI Study, where experts from all around the world have constructed
the state of the art in this area of the discipline. According to this study we
can place this project in the area of challenging mathematics outside the class-
room in its various manifestations, including the Olympiads and other math
problem solving contests. In the Colombian scenario this project relates to the
Colombian Olympiads because of its importance in the solution of challeng-
ing problems and in the development of creative thinking; these mathematical
activities go beyond traditional curricula.

Then, we relate the project to the ancient tradition of recreational mathemat-
ics. There we describe the design elements of the Fair, we present the challenges
we discussed with students so that they could choose the most suitable for the
activities. In the discussion of the design we will present why and how we
created ten work tables in which all students of a ninth grade were actively
involved. We also decided to make the Fair extensive to the whole community,
to have active community participation. At last, we present the Fair discrete
results and some opinions of the participants; additionally in chapter IV we
make an evaluation of the whole process where we analyze the results of the
Fair based on a survey made to students, teachers and outside participants
that came to the Fair.

2 Methodology

The proposal of the Fair is based on the four principles posited for a SNAP
math Fair; its design was made by a group in Canada. We chose this type of
Fair because its goal is to generate in school students a mathematical culture
based on non-competitive problem solving, that includes 100% of the students
and where the students are the center of the activity. We opted for a new kind
of activity in the national academic system, outside the traditional classroom
where students can develop their creativity, their cooperation and their mathe-
matical thinking, giving more importance to the mathematical meanings than
to the mathematics syntax or algorithmization developed in a traditional ac-
tivity, which is often tedious and senseless for most students because it is not
close to their interests, they do not find spaces to make their own contributions
and develop their creativity, and where it is very difficult to generate enough
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motivation to understand and work in mathematics.
The motivation and inclusion of students through the activities proposed in the
math Fair generate personal challenges because students assume the activities
as their own and start using their creative thinking to solve the problems in-
herent to the activities included in the Fair, since they feel free of the pressures
of a traditional teaching-learning process. These four aspects are common in
the SNAP Fairs; however, according to the analysis of the state of the art both
locally and globally, this project is new locally since it has modifications in its
design and there are no experiences in this kind of proposal. This is a new
approach that allows us to present, develop, and consolidate the mathematical
knowledge beyond the middle and high school curricula; besides, it generates a
basis for comprehension. The project is based on the four principles of SNAP
Fairs, which have been successful in Brazil, Canada and The United States,
where the fairs have generated a positive attitude towards mathematics and
have focused on a more complete development of mathematical thought in
students that are starting their process in complex, systemic and demanding
mathematics learning.
The activity proposed in this project was called “Design and implementation of
a Math Fair and to organize it we chose a ninth grade; the students are between
the ages of 13 and 16. According to their intellectual development they are
capable of using logical procedures and strategic thinking in situations that
call for them. They can also construct explanations for their way of reasoning,
give appropriate indications to the visitors to the fair that allow them to locate
themselves when facing a math challenge, among other things. At this point
of the design we posit the following sub-stages:

1. Selection of the group of students: 40 ninth graders were chosen
and organized in groups of 4 people. Each group will be assigned a work
table and will alternate every two hours. Students on duty will be in
charge of showing the puzzles and problems they have designed and of
guiding the public by giving them strategic hints to solve the challenges
and problems of each table. It is worth mentioning that the students
have worked previously in the design, construction and solution of the
puzzles for each table; this process allows them to understand thoroughly
each puzzle. Each table has four levels of difficulty in their problems
and puzzles and they are all related in terms of the tasks and solving
strategies they require. Each member of the table is responsible for one
of the levels and for the design where it is presented, but all students are
in charge of the interaction with the public at all four levels.

2. Selection of the puzzles: Students select the puzzles that are to be
implemented in the math Fair. This selection is made through an in-
teraction between the students, the puzzles and the teacher. The latter
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presents the types of puzzles: logic, strategic, geometric, spatial and
arithmetic. Then, after having worked with the solution of all of them
and after understanding the different types the student will be capable
of choosing from the options which one she or he prefers and in which
she or he will be capable of proposing novel ways of solving problems or
alternative fair activities to be considered by the teacher.

3. Implementation of the puzzles: After selecting the puzzle, students
should build a prototype with the help of the teacher. Puzzles should be
made of resistant materials because they are to be manipulated by the
public; besides, they should be made with colorful and cheap materials.
A test will be made to correct possible design mistakes. In terms of the
solution, it is necessary for the students to be clear about the strategies
they used to solve their puzzles, to have them checked by the teacher
and to have them put into paper to help the public in the solution of the
puzzle. The third level is more complex because a strategy to face a more
demanding challenge to solve the puzzle is selected. The fourth level of
expertise shows the highest performance for the most creative and au-
tonomous participants, since the ability they have shows the mastery of
strategies, the mastery of the game and, in some cases, the mathema-
tization of the best solution for the proposed puzzle. In this phase we
expect to offer additional experiences to the members of the public that
are interested in the challenge that each table offers.

4. Selection of the public: All member of the school should be part of the
public, as it is suggested for SNAP fairs; this is considered very important
for the success of the Fair. On the other hand, for the participation
of the general public, some local education institutions are invited so
that there is inclusion since the education community includes all the
members of the institution and its surroundings where the community
that characterizes the student’s society is. Another aspect is to publicize
the Fair so that it has a place in the future as a local event.

5. Implementation of the Fair. At the moment of the Fair implementa-
tion a date without crosses with other activities and without an evident
students work overload was chosen. In terms of space we have the school
facilities, which can hold the public. There will be ten work tables that
will be distributed according to the students criteria:

(a) Logic puzzles, two tables.

(b) Strategy games, three tables.

(c) Geometric and spatial puzzles, two tables.

(d) Arithmetic puzzles, one table.
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(e) Towers of Hanoi puzzle and a more basic level version of Rush Hour
- by Binary Arts, two tables.

In each table there is a chart with information about the puzzles that
motivates the public to try to solve them. Besides, there is an LCD screen
in the middle of the students court where the event will take place where
some recommendations for the event will be presented.

6. Activity Evaluation: In terms of the activity evaluation there will be
a suggestion box where the participants will put a very simple survey to
feedback the experience for future reference. The students in charge of
the tables will also participate in the survey. Another way of evaluating
the Fair is through a video of the Fair where the spontaneous creative
thinking of the participants will be showed, the strategies to solve the
puzzles will also be recorded. Another aspect to measure in this evalu-
ation is to determine which was the most difficult challenge and which
the most popular.

3 Results

PUZZLES VISITORS LEVEL 1 % LEVEL 2 % LEVEL 3 % LEVEL 4 %

PER

TABLE

R N P R N P R N P R N P

LOGIC1 Level 1 121 52 23.1 24.8

Level 2 18.2 54.5 27.3

Level 3 2.5 86.7 10.7

Level 4

SPATIAL Level 1 168 66.7 8.9 24.4

Level 2 40.4 51.7 7.7

Level 3 4.8 93.5 1.8

Level 4 3 92.3 4.8

4 Conclussions

1. Motivation plays an essential role in the teaching-learning mathematics
process.
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STRATEGY1 Level 1 136 92 2.2 4.8

Level 2 82.3 4.4 13.2

Level 3 72.8 11 16.2

GEOMETRIC Level 1 144 59 19.4 21.5

Level 2 36.8 47.2 16

Level 3 16 52.1 31.9

Level 4 14.6 63.2 22.2

LOGIC2 Level 1 118 38.1 49.2 12.7

Level 2 21.2 61 17.8

Level 3 1.7 93.2 5.1

Level 4

GARAGE Challenge 1 159 74.2 10.1 15.7

Challenge 2 61 15.7 23.3

Challenge 3 35.2 49.7 15.1

Challenge 4 23.3 57.2 19.5

STRATEGY2 Level 1 130 83.1 1.5 15.4

Level 2 67.7 3.8 28.5

Level 3 58.5 10.8 30.8

TOWERS Level 1 146 38.4 53.4 8.2

OF Level 2 30.8 58.2 11

HANOI Level 3 15.1 76 8.9

Level 4 2.1 95.8 2.1

STRATEGY3 CROSSING

THE RIVER

118 34.7 56.8 8.5

CAPTIVE

QUEEN

96 65.6 8.3 26

ARITHMETIC Level 1 155 66.5 18.1 15.5

Level 2 58.1 9.7 31.7

Level 3 50.3 23.2 26.5

Level 4 39.4 35.5 25.2

Table 1: Experimental data
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
LOGIC1 Apples and Oranges Horses and Shields Gifts Kids and Sports

SPATIAL Soma Cube Tunnel, castle, serpent Steinhauss Cube Burr puzzle

STRATEGY1 Serpent Train 1 Train 2

GEOMETRIC Square Triangle T Letter H Letter

LOGIC2 Yatchs Breeds (White, Blue, Pink) Lunch hour Grades

STRATEGY2 1 Cats 2 Cats Nim

TOWERS 5 Discs 6 Discs 7 Discs 8 Discs

ARITHMETIC Star Pyramid Digit collocation Digit collocation

Table 2: References.

2. The inclusion of ludic activities in math classes not only allows to better
math learning and to better the students motivation and the stimula-
tion of many other abilities and competences fundamental for all human
beings.

3. In the current math and science teaching practices it is necessary to
take the real world as a reference when positing problems so that their
solution can be related to a better understanding of the environment of
each student.

4. Cooperative work can enhance communicative and research abilities in
students.

5. The math Fair was a proper scenario to lessen the fear and phobia stu-
dents experience towards mathematics.

6. Motivational levels towards mathematics were better at Antonio Baraya
School; this was seen in the students disposition towards mathematics
classes and other subjects.

7. A first step was taken towards the creation of a mathematical culture at
Antonio Baraya School, there are students motivated to create a math
club and to participate in the construction of the Fair for the years to
come.

8. Recreational mathematics fosters the development of students creativity;
besides, it betters mathematical thinking since it allows them to develop
their own mathematics to generate solutions at the different challenges
they face.

9. It is recommended to include in the mathematics formation strategies
and complex activities like the math Fair or some other kind of activi-
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ties that allow students to develop their creation and solving problems
capabilities.
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